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Parking
site moved;
rodeo arena
to stay put

By the sea

By Anna Cekola
By Jon Bachman

Staff Writer

Cal Poly parking problems will
not result in the relocation of the
rodeo arena as previously plann
ed because an alternative park
ing site has been selected.
Recent renegotiations between
the School of Agriculture and the
campus planning commission
have agreed on a site located off
Via Carta Road below the horse
unit for the planned 500-space
parking facility which is sched
uled to be completed next fall.

Staff Writer

An existing law that allows
any public or private institution
of higher education to withdraw
financial aid from students who
are “ likely to disrupt campus ac
tivity” is being challenged in the
Senate by the California State
Student Association.
A CSSA-sponsored measure,
Senate Bill 1414, would delete
the existing law, based on its
alleged unconstitutionality. The
bill will receive its first hearing
by the Senate Education Com
mittee on April 22.
S h e rry
S k e lly ,
CSSA
legislative director, said the goal
of the bill is to completely delete
the whole provision because it
discriminates against low and
middle income students based on
their financial aid need.
“ Students who wish to voice
their opinions or participate in
dem onstrations
must
worry
about losing their financial aid,
while another student who
doesn’t need financial aid can
voice his opinion,” Skelly said.
Skelley said that to her knowl
edge, the law has never been im
plemented, but the full affect
can’t be measured because there
is no way of knowing how many
students have been afraid to
voice their opinions.
“ It has a chilling effect,” said
Skelley. “ We’ll never know how
many students held their beliefs
to themselves because of the ex
isting law.”
ASI President Kevin Swanson
said the law was put into effect
during the early 1970s when
there was some significant reacSee CSSA, back page

CHARLENE DEKKER/Sp«clal to the Dally

Enjoying last week’s weather, Monterey’s Cannery Row awaits the influx of summer tourists rather than
the sardines of Steinbeck’s day.

U grades result o f add/drop errors
A look at second study lists can intercept the problem
By Jon E. Bachman
Staff Writer

Students who don’t pick up their study lists
during the sixth week of the quarter may find
themselves receiving a grade of U in classes they
thought they had dropped.
Students can pick up an official study list of
classes they are enrolled in at their major
department dffice. If they catch any errors on the
list they should report them to the registrar before
the end of the sixth week. If not, students must go
through a long, tiresome process to try to remove
the U from their records.
Technically, a grade of U is equivalent to a
grade of F. The difference is that a grade of U is
given to students who are enrolled in a course, but
haven’t turned in any work for the instructor to
evaluate. It is used when, in the opinion of the in
structor, students’ course activities or assign
ments were insufficient to make a normal evalua
tion of their academic performance. For purpose of
grade point average and progress point computa
tion, a grade of U is equivalent to an F.
So, if students don’t withdraw from classes by

having their add/drop forms signed, they are still
enrolled and will probably receive a grade of U.
Once a grade of U is on the record, students must
follow a tough set of guidelines to delete it.
Students must first submit a statement to the
registrar explaining why their names appeared on
the instructor’s final grade list. Then they must
explain how they originally became enrolled in the
class. Then they must quote the add/drop instruc
tions in the class schedule to the registrar, explain
why they didn’t pick up their second study lists,
recommend how another student could avoid this
problem, and specify where improvements could
be made in the add/drop policy to increase student
awareness of their responsibilities. Then the
Records Office has a lot of paper work with which
to contend.
Gerald Punches, Cal Poly registrar, said the"
reason most students receive U grades is because
they don’t read the rules written in the Cal Poly
catalog.
“ Students must remember that if they don’t
show up on the first day of class, they may be
See GRADES, page 6

Land manager Richard Birkett
said
re n eg o tiatio n s
began
because of the unsuitablity of the
area north of the training track
selected for the rodeo arena
relocation.
“ Site problems, such as horses
located near the swine unit,
regional water quality standards
and a concern from ag manage
ment that limited parking would
make fund-raising events dif
ficult helped open negotiations,”
Birkett said. “ The only negative
factor for the rodeo club with the
new decision is that they’re giv
ing up the chance for a new facil
ity.”
One problem with the new
parking site, which will take over
beef department pasture lands, is
a nearby weather station sen
sitive to any wind, heat or radia
tion changes. A 100-foot open
space barrier has been designed
into the parking facility ,
however, and should protect the
functioning ability of the weather
station, Birkett said.
While Birkett said the new
land reassignment is probably
the best compromise to this
See RODEO, back page

Old shower pipes pop

. Leak causes power outage
IN QUOTES

By Carolyn Duvall
Staff Writer

The main transformer under the bleachers in Mustang stadium
was damaged by broken water lines Wednesday and caused power
outages just after 1 p.m. at the west end of campus.
The water lines were part of an old shower system in the stadium
weight room and were broken when “ some heavyweight” pulled on
them, said Ed Naretto, director of Plant Operations.
Water got into the main transformer room next door to the weight
room and blew fuses, causing a power outage in the stadium. Heron
and Jesperson halls and cottages one, two and three. The outage
See TRANSFORMER, back page

The men’s and women’s
track teams split a
triangular meet at Cal
State Northr[dge this
weekend. See SPORTS
MONDAY.

As a rule you can touch anything as long as you
put on the proper gloves.
— Heinrich Heine
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Image bargaining
The stage is set for a landmark agreement between the
United States and the Soviet Union. A proposal to reduce
medium-range nuclear arms in Europe is on the table, and
both sides seem willing to see it through. But what are the
underlying motives?
Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev has shown a willingness
to create some type of agreement for many months, but
progress has been hindered by Reagan’s stubborn
adherance to certain demands. The Soviets finally relented
in the recent proposal, consenting also to bargain with
short-range missiles in Europe.
Reagan has had a hard line of bargaining throughout,
and the at-least preliminary acceptance of his terms by the
Soviets shows their desire to reach some kind o f peace. But
there is a hidden agenda in the Reagan administration.
The Iran-Contra affair has afflicted Reagan with an
understandable lack of public support. Distrust is a
household word that many Americans now once again
connect with the executive office. Reagan’s place in the
history books is getting closer to footnote status, and he
knows it. Certainly his motives aren’t entirely face-saving,
hilt thev aren’t entirelv benevolent either.
The Soviets got things started by losing patience with
the Reagan administration, and not a moment too soon for
the president. As the end of his term approaches, Reagan is
searching desperately for something to re-establish himself
as a trusted leader. But with the road to nuclear arms
reduction open, and with the possibility of a positive out
come, a little presidential selfishness can be overlooked.
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All in the name of education
We were ready for it: a
weekend away from school, work
and the dirty dishes in the sink.
It was going to be a chance to
rub shoulders with some of the
top journalism students in the
state, a chance to attend
workshops taught by profes
sionals and to try our hands in
on-site competitions.
In short, the California Inter
collegiate
Press
Association
convention in San Jose was go
ing to be a chance for profes
sional development not available
in the classroom.
Professional
development?
Well, to a point.
Stimulating conversation be
tween other schools about
editorial policies and reporting
techniques was kept to a
minimum, but rumors of broken
windows and hot-tub sing-alongs
were flying about.
C igar-sm oking jo u rn a lists
stayed up at night until only
several hours before competi
tions were to begin. One student
was seen jumping up and down
on a bed with a bottle of Scotch
in one hand and a lampshade on
his head.
Hotel security at the Hyatt
even drained the Jacuzzi one
night to prevent a repeat of the
previous night’s “ How many
people can you fit in a hot tub?’’

PAST
DEADLINE
Pamela Varma
exercise.
And usually coherent, wellspoken writers and editors could
be heard babbling “ Yo babee, yo
babee, yo yo.”
What happened? The same
thing that happens at many
conventions for college students.
A “ party-’til-you-drop” mentali
ty overtakes their usually ra
tional minds.
“ We worked all during spring
break,’’ students were saying.
“ We deserve this.’’
But is the cost of food,
transportation and rooms — at
$120 per night — worth it? Is it
wrong for students to — in the
jargon of the times — blow off
seminars on vague topics taught
by journalism unknowns?
What about taking the “ pro
per’’ attitude toward on-site
competitions — should all the
students have been relegated to
their rooms before midnight, left
to ponder seriously the impor
tance of the next morning’s con
tests?
The answers, we found, varied

from school to school. Those who
went to sleep early no doubt be
lieved the awards they won were
due to their abstention from fun.
But we at Mustang Daily, who
as a group took the first place
sweepstakes award in on-the-spot
writing competition, believe our
achievement was due to keeping
things in perspective. (Well, tal
ent had something to do with it,
too.)
So, I think it is OK to miss
dull, uninformative seminars —
especially if there’s a majorleague baseball game in town.
And despite the stern looks from
hotel security, I don’t think it
was bad to have a few drinks.
There were a few slurred words
but no one drove drunk.
As college students, this may
be our last chance to have nostrings-attached fun, our last
chance to cut loose without hav
ing to worry about the restric
tions imposed by a full-time job
. or the responsibilities brought on
by a family.
For good friends, it’s our last
chance to have it all, to do it all
with each other before we gradu
ate and go our separate ways.
And besides, when you bring
home 19 awards and are told by
San Diego State students that
you out-partied them, you know
you’re doing something right.

letters to the editor
Campus food not the
only cause of Poly butt
Editor — I am writing in response
to Grant Shaffer’s ‘‘Class En
counters” comic strip in the Tues
day issue. It featured a girl who
wore a sweatshirt around her waist
while jogging in 80-degree weather
because she had ‘‘Poly butt.” I am a
female jogger who was very offend
ed by this comic strip.
Grant, why do you suppose it is
that women have a much harder
time losing weight than men do?
Well, let me tell you that it is not
usually due to laziness or eating
huge amounts of food. There are
biological reasons (for example, a
naturally larger number of fat cells,
a slower metabolism rate) that
cause women to accumulate fat on
their butt and thighs (Poly butt).
Men rarely have this problem. Why

don’t you do a comic strip on beer
bellies or receding hairiines? I’m
sure many men would appreciate
that joke as much as I enjoyed this
one.
There are enough problems with
eating disorders on campus without
people Ijke Grant Shaffer adding to
the problem. People with (or
without) Poly butts should be en
couraged to exercise rather than be
laughed at when they do.
MONICA BORUCKI

Millions can’t make it
on minimum wage
Editor — I wonder if the author of
the column ‘‘ Minimum
wage
minimizes jobs” is rich and ignorant
or rich and fascist. It is next to im
possible to live on $3.35 per hour.
Millions of employed Americans

BLOOM COUNTY

by Berke Breathed
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suffer malnutrition and/or can’t af
ford housing because they only
make $3.35 per hour, or $3.50 or $4.
Just because they can’t afford to
live in San Luis Obispo doesn’t
mean they don’t exist. All the
statistics cited to support her view
point are so far out of context,
they’re meaningless.
For example, ‘‘our unemployment
rate has dropped.” From when to
when? If she’s trusting U.S. gov
ernment figures, is she forgetting
that the Reagan administration has
redefined the official unemployment
rate to exclude people who have
been unemployed so long they are
no longer eligible for unemployment
compensation?
I wonder if the author wants
minimum wage dropped so fewer
people will be able to compete for
her enrollment at Cal Poly.
ROBERT WELLS
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Poly chemists help Castle cleanup
By Dianna Callesen
staff Writer

Last California condor captured
VENTURA (AP) — The last California condor known to be in
the wild was captured Sunday for a captive-breeding program
intended to save the giant birds from extinction, authorities
said.
The 7-year-old male, known to researchers as AC-9, was net
ted at 10:15 a.m. at Bitter Creek National Widlife Reserve in
Kern County, said Joseph Dowhan, recovery coordinator for the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service at the Condor Research Center
here.
All 27 California condors known to exist are now in captivity,
Dowhan said. The condor. North America’s largest land bird
with a wingspan up to 10 feet, once ranged along the Pacific
coast from Canada to Mexico.
In 1965 the Audubon Society estimated only 40 condors were
left. The federal government declared the bird an endangered
species in 1967 and Congress approved a program to attempt to
save the birds in 1979.
After a term in quarantine, AC-9 will join 13 condors at San
Diego Wild Animal Park, Downhan said. The other 13 birds are
in the Los Angeles Zoo.

Israeli gunships rip refugee camp
TYRE, Lebanon (AP) — Two Israeli helicopter gunships
rocketed a Palestinian refugee camp on the outskirts of the
south Lebanon port of Tyre Sunday, police said. It was the first
such attack since Israel’s 1982 invasion.
The police said two Palestinians were wounded in the sun
down strike that came hours after Palestinian guerrillas in
filtrated northern Israel and killed two Israeli soldiers in a
clash. The infiltators were all reported by Israel’s military
command to have been killed.
The gunships fired four rockets into the beachside Rashidiyeh
refugee camp on Tyre’s southern outskirts, 6 miles north of the
Israeli border, police said.
This year, Israeli aircraft have carried out nine other raids
against targets in Lebanon, but the targets were all reported to
be guerrilla bases around the port city of Sidon, 25 miles north
of Tyre, and in the Syrian-controlled Bekaa Valley in east
Lebanon.

“TCBV” Yogurt..
A Hard Act To Follow!
Nobody upstages “TCBY”
frozen yogurt. All the great
taste of premium ice cream,
with fewer calories. It’s
lower in cholesterol and
96 % fat-free, too.
Good for you,
delicious, and served so
many ways. Take it
from me. Nothing
tops “TCBY” !

Students from the chemistry
department are using Poly Can
yon as a testing ground for
biocides designed to kill the same
type of lichen defacing Hearst
Castle.
L ich e n
is a fo rm
of
microrganism that has a tenden
cy to establish itself on exterior
structures and eventually work
its way through to the interior.
During this process lichen chem
ically attack the structure, even
tually causing destruction of the
building, explained chemistry
professor Thomas Frey.
The project consists of two
parts: first, finding a safe and efffective biocide to control lichen
growth, and second, monitoring
the air quality inside Hearst
Castle to determine if the biocide
leaves pollutants that could

harm artifacts.
Funding for the project was
provided by a $50,000 one-year
grant from Hearst Castle, said
Frey. Chemistry faculty propos
ed the project last spring and the
funding came through
in
January.
Officials at Hearst Castle have
placed some stipulations on the
project. The biocide must not
harm the stones or the exterior of
the castle and it must be safe
enough for use by park person
nel.
“ The toxicity angle is very im
portant because of the number of
people going through the castle
on a daily basis,’’ said Frey.
Castle officials also expressed a
concern about the residual ef
fects of the biocide. “ They don’t
want the chemical coming back
in four or five years and harming
people,’’ said Frey.

The four students working on
this part of the project began
testing biocides in Poly Canyon
three months ago.
Frey was unsure if testing on
the project would be finished be
fore the grant runs out in
December. “ We are using an ac
celerated aging study to speed
up the process,’’ Frey said, “ but
we can’t tell if we’ll be finished
by then.’’
The air quality analysis is near
completion. Students working on
that part of the project have not
found high enough concentra
tions of pollutants in the air to
harm artifacts.
“ We hope to reapply for the
grant in future years,’’ Frey said,
“ but it doesn’t appear that there
will be any money available next
year.’’ He added that he was only
speculating on funding.

Marketeers celebrate nationwide victory
By E l i z a b e t h D a y m o n d
Staff Writer

Representatives from the Cal
Poly
A m erican
M arketing
Association chapter celebrated
their regional program award by
singing
“ California
Girls’’
through the streets of New
Orleans at the ninth annual
AMA National Conference in
New Orleans last weekend. This
is the second year in a row the
Cal Poly chapter has won the
award.
“ The
award
encompasses
everything that went into this
year’s chapter. Every person on
the board helped out,’’ said last
year’s AMA president Kristen
Stansbury. “ We knew we. had a
successful year. It didn’t matter
that we won — it was just icing
on the cake,’’ she said.
The theme of the conference
was “ Careers: Do it right,’’ and
22 Cal Poly AMA members join
ed 1,700 AMA members from the
U.S., Puerto Rico and Canada in
New Orleans. “ I was surprised
how similar we all were,’’ said
Kara Smith. “ It was a fun time
— 1,700 people your age with a

lot in common — friendly, loud, board is really raring to go this
wild, and festive ... and they were year’’ said Hersman. “ We’re out
all in AMA.’’
to win it again.’’
The “ marketeers’’ learned to
“ I’ve never gotten such a high
celebrate right, and they also off a project in my life,’’ said
learned to handle their careers Allison Polka. “ We celebrated
right. They attended a formal pretty well that night, dancing
session on self-assessment led by on the tables and chanting
Sal Divita, where they learned ‘California.’ ’’
how to best channel their
Those who went agreed that
energies. They attended informal the most valuable aspect of the
sessions where the chapters conference was the focus on
traded fund-raising, membership friendship rather than competi
drive, and entertainment ideas.
tion, the consequent unity
Mark Hersman, this year’s created between the chapters,
AMA president, said he got a lot and that New Orleans was a
of new ideas at these informal great place to create that unity.
sessions, but Cal Poly had a lot “ We shared good times and good
to teach the other chapters as ideas in one of the wildest towns
well.
I’ve ever seen,’’ said John Slover.
The program award was one of
‘‘New Orleans is the total op
only six to be given out to more posite of San Luis Obispo. You
than 250 chapters, and Cal Poly can drink anywhere, you can take
won for the quality and quantity your drink from bar to bar, you
of its activities.
can drink all night, you can drink
The chapter’s lineup of profes on a riverboat,’’ said Slover. “ We
sional activities, such as tours made a lot of friends in other
and speakers, was balanced with California AMA chapters; we in
community service, fund-raisers vited the San Jose chapter down
such as a 5K run and dozens of for our luau at the end of May
social activities. “ The executive . and they can’t wait to come.’’
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ike an architect designing
th e p e rfe c t b u ild in g ,
biotechnology offers the ag
riculturalist an opportunity to
design genetically perfect plants
and animals.
But as man further manipulates
his
environment,
traditional
ethical arguments are revived.
Nevertheless, the importance of
combining biological and techno
logical sciences is a growing trend
that will have a great impact on
Cal Poly agriculture.
“ Biotech has given us a new
way to accomplish objectives
placed before us by potential con
sumers and the business com
munity,” said Lark Carter, dean
of the School of Agriculture.
“ Genetics and biotech will at
tempt to help design plants and
animals for consumer specifica
tions, such as low fats, low
cholesterol, high flavor, texture
and proper flavor.”
In the dairy industry alone,
statistics have shown that the

Search for perfection
Biotechnology can make food products work better for mankind,
but some believe the processes are ethically unsound.
By Anna Cekola
best genetic cow can produce
21,500 more pounds of milk per
year than the average cow. This
equals roughly eight additional
gallons of milk produced per day
per cow.
Innovations in crop science
areas include producing genetical
ly improved plants that are
disease- and pest- resistant. “ By
genetically controlling resistance
to disease and pests, agriculture
can reduce dependency on
pesticides and herbicides,” Carter
said.

OFF-CAMPUS STUDENTS

Carter described biotech crop with heavy opposition in the Con
experimentation, in which a tra Costa County area, even'
bacterial injection into plants though approval has been granted
helps convert nitrogen from the by such organizations as the En
air into a useful plant product. He vironmental Protection Agency.
said that with this conversion, In this case, the sciences of
dependency on com m ercial biotechnology have produced a
nitrogen fertilizers and the possi bacteria that protects plants from
bility of water contamination can frost damage at temperatures as
low as 23 degrees Fahrenheit.
both be reduced.
Concern also lies in the
Bacterial injection, however,
adds the possibility of releasing biotechnology area of embryo
harmful bacteria into the en transfer, which currently provides
agriculture with an important
vironment.
Opposition to such experimen means of upgrading milk and
tation has been strong. Recently meat animal herds.
proposed testing of the bacteria
“ Processes
developed in
known as “ Frostban” has met agriculture could
be easily
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transferred to the human popula
tion, raising ethical questions,”
Carter said. Recent surrogate
court cases and church rulings
a g a in s t
h u m an
em b ry o
transplants have clearly shown
this concern.
For Cal Poly, however, educa
tion in biotechnology will preceed
experimentation. “ The important
objective is to provide professors
with the opportunity to become
aware of developing innovations
and enable them to interpret the
knowledge into courses. This way,
graduates are aware and sensitive
to these issues,” said Carter.
Senior projects will also provide
students wtth research expert
ence, while grants will allow pro
fessors to develop biotech experi
ence.
In reaction to the scientific
trend, a biotechnology committee
has been established to guide Cal
Poly agriculture in the agritech
area. . Quarterly
guidelines
are ex
,
,
'’I ! ! '. “ *',*“ '!,
While many developments are
new, biotechnology has been in
years. Cal Poly has
been involved in the past with
such biotech processes as fermen
tation and embryo transplants in
dairy cattle.
The importance of combining
biological
and
technological
sciences was realized as early as
1855, when William Rogers said,
“ Each has borrowed from the
valuable methods and instru
ments of research, and each in
vokes the aid of physical laws and
force as part of the machinery by
which the phases and activities of
organic beings are to be explain
ed.”
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Cleaning campus: costly, time- consuming and necessary
By Paul J. Roberts
Staff Writer

Maintaining Cal Poly’s reputa
tion as the cleanest California
State University campus costs
almost $33,000 a month.
Students pay $25,000 of this
through their ASl fees to clean
ASl-operated areas. This in
cludes daily routine cleanup and
other projects such as cleaning
gum off the University Union
Plaza during breaks. The re
mainder of the campus is main
tained by Plant Operations and
paid for by the state.
Despite daily litter. Cal Poly
maintains one of the cleanest
campuses in California. By keep
ing the campus litter-free, people
are discouraged from dropping
more trash. “ If we don’t keep it
clean the trash becomes a stan
dard on campus and people
thrash it even more,’’ said Ed
Naretto, director of Plant Opera
tions.
Maintaining ASl areas, which
includes the University Union
Plaza and the common areas in
side the building, takes about 31
man-hours a day to clean —
seven in the plaza and 24 inside.
Most of the trash in the U.U.
consists of newspapers, food and
fliers. Cleanup is heaviest on
Thursdays after activity hour.
“ Bands on Thursdays get a lot
more traffic and a lot more trash
than any other time,’’ said Mat
Wiener, U.U. building superin
tendent. Wiener also said that
Food Services plates and silver-
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Litter awaits finai pickup on the University Union Piaza steps.

ware have become a problem in
the plaza. Excess litter is also
present during give-aways in the
plaza and when the bookstore
hands out coupon books.
However, the litter problem in
the plaza has eased somewhat.
“ What we’ve done this year is
place brightly colored cans in the
plaza, and that’s helped more
than anything,’’ Wiener said.

“ You can actually watch people
notice the cans and walk over to
dump their garbage.’’
Im provem ents
have also
resulted from an effort to com
municate the importance of a
clean campus to new students
during Week of Welcome, which
is one of two heavy litter periods
of the year. Poly Royal generates
the most litter. During Poly

Royal special crews will come in
Friday night and Saturday mor
ning to clean up the extra trash.
Although Wiener believes the
litter problem could be improved,
he said the bulk of the cleanup is
necessary from normal use.
Naretto, who directs grounds
cleanup for most of the campus,
agreed. “ It’s just something we
have to live with.’’ Naretto said

if certain things, such as the area
around the Campus Store and
fliers in the parking lots, could be
improved then the grounds crew
would have more time for land
scape improvements.
“ If we didn’t have to pick up
trash, we’d be doing things to
make the campus look better,
like updating landscape and
planting more flowers.’’

□
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Furnished 2-Bedroom V/i Bath Townhouses
Available from ...... $176/mo per person ($160)*

ALL WITH MICROWAVE OVENS FOR FALL ’87
• The Closest Housing to Cam pus
• 5 Modern Laundry Facilities
• Private Park & BBQ Area Unique to Mustang V illag e

• Group Meeting/Study Rooms
• C onvenience M arket on site for Fall '87
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,ou. Mustang Village
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• 12 month discounted lease rate
Open: Mon-Sat 8-6
Sun 10-5
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ONE MUSTANG DR.
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dropped by the instructor, but
the instructor is not required to
drop them,” Punches said. ‘‘Stu
dents must not assume they will
be dropped automatically. This
seems to be a real problem.”
Corkie Lee, the registrar’s sec-

‘If students
don’t pick up
their study
lists it’s not
going to help’
— Corkie Lee
retary, said Records Office
employees have tried desperately
to get the word across that the
only way for students to be sure
they are not mistakenly enrolled
in a class is to check their official
class study list.
“ We have advertised in

Mustang Daily and distributed
posters around campus telling
students to pick up their study
lists,” Lee said. ‘‘Nothing seems
to work, and it’s the students
who suffer. We have added the
course number and the name of
the instructor on the study list to
make it easier for students to
catch errors, but if students
don’t pick up their study lists it’s
not going to help.”
Another common error is stu
dents using the wrong schedule
code number when dropping or
adding a class. Instead of drop
ping the correct class, they drop
classes they never had, or add
classes they didn’t want.
‘‘That happens frequently,”
Punches said. ‘‘Students are in a
class they don’t remember sign
ing up for, but there it is on their
study list. That’s why it’s so im
portant to check your study list
before the end of the sixth week.
We can correct it a lot easier, and
faster.”

DINNER SPECIAL
BBQ Rib &
Chicken Combo
INCLUDES:

EVERY MON & TUES
5:00p.m.-9p.m.

2 BBQ Beef Back Ribs,
1 Piece BBQ Chicken, Baked
Potato w/the works.
Homemade Coleslaw,
Homemade Corn Bread and
Honeybutter.

All AIDS infections
result in the disease
OAKLAND (AP) — Almost all
of the 1 million to 3 million
Americans and 12 million people
worldwide who are believed to be
infected with the AIDS virus will
eventually develop the deadly
disease, according to a published
report quoting several resear
chers in the field.
‘‘Everyone is searching for a
co-factor” to explain why some
carriers of the acquired immune
deficiency syndrome virus might
contract the disease and others
may not, said Dr. Robert Ben
jamin, director of communicable
disease control for Alameda
County.
‘‘And it sounds awful, but I
think the only co-factor is time,”
Benjamin was quoted as saying
in the Sunday edition of The
Tribune of Oakland.
Experts say AIDS, which at
tacks the body’s immune system,
is spread by the exchange of
bodily fluids such as blood or
semen.
Few viruses cause disease in
everyone. For example, the polio
virus is readily transmitted but
causes disease in only a small

percentage of those infected.
Dr. James Allen, assistant
director of the AIDS division at
the federal Centers for Disease
Control in Atlanta, said, ‘‘The
probability is very high that
most people infected for some
period of time will develop some
clinical signs.”
Officially, the CDC estimates
20 to 30 percent of those infected
with the AIDS virus will develop
the disease within five years, but
the numbers are based on nowoutdated research figures. The
Tribune said.
Dr. Donald Abrams, a resear
cher at the University of
California at San Francisco an
co-director of the San Francisco
AIDS clinic, believes Benjamin’s
grim projection is reasonable.
‘‘I think no one wants to be the
first to say it,” he said.
The Tribune cited an un
published San Francisco study
that showed two-thirds of a
research group of 104 gay men
carrying
the
AIDS
virus
developed the disease or AIDSRelated Complex within eight
years.

CLASSIFIED COMPUTER

THE EARLY BIRD GETS THE BEST DEAL!
Houses - Apartments - Rooms
Hundreds o f rentals - N e w vacartcies every d a y .

3-MONTH SUBSCRIPTION - $35
(Hurry, bring this ad for extenion. Offer expires soon.)
Subscribe now and receive free extension to Sept. 15
SERVING STUDENTS SINCE 1979

W\im
970 H iguera

San Luis Obispo

544-6193

CLASSIFIED COMPUTER
756 Santa Rosa, SLO (corner of Peach) 543-0321

Mustang Daily Classified Advertising Order Form
Please Attach Your Check to This Form

Amount Paid $.
Check # .

_____ Date___

Classified Advertising Policies
All classified advertising is subject to final approval by the General Manager of
Mustang Daily and may be rejected by the General Manager for any reason prior to
deadline. Classified advertising for Mustang Daily is accepted with the provision
that, in the event of error, Mustang Daily will not assume any responsibility for
credit or financial remuneration beyocKJ the cost of the advertisement in question.

Few hitches
still exist in
dump plans
SACRAMENTO (AP) — State
officials trying to pave the way
for a California dump for lowlevel radioactive waste say
they’re making progress but still
have problems to resolve.
‘‘It’s coming together,” said a
spokesman for Assemblyman
Steve Peace (D-Chula Vista) the
lower house’s point man on the
issue. The aide predicted that the
process would begin moving
faster after hearings are held in
the next few weeks.
Jim Morgan of the state
Health and Welfare Agency is
also optimistic, expressing in
creasing confidence that the
state will have a dump operating
by the early 1990s, probably in
the Southern California desert
near Needles or Baker.
But Morgan says there are still
a number of problems that have
to be worked out, including
negotiations with more than 30
government agencies. Also, there
are standards that must be
established, regulations to write
and opposition that must be
dealt with, Morgan said.
T he o p p o n e n ts
in c lu d e
Assemblyman Bill Leonard (RRedlands) whose district takes in
a large chunk of the desert. He
says he won’t support any pro
posal ‘‘until my concerns are
taken care of.
‘‘There’s an urban mentality at
work here that says if you put
nuclear waste in a rural site, it’s
out of sight, out of mind,”
Leonard continued. “ If this
stuff’s so safe, why not put it
next door to the hospitals and
nuclear plants where i t ’s
generated?”
Opponents are concerned that
people will be exposed to radia
tion and that the desert’s fragile
environment will be damaged.
The low-level radioactive waste
that would be stored at the dump
includes contaminated clothing
and tools from hospitals and in
dustries that use nuclear pro
cesses, medical and industrial
fluid and even dead laboratory
animals.
The state generates 250,000
cubic yards of the waste a year.
Currently, it is shipped to dumps
in other states.
But federal legislation passed
in 1980 requires states to create
their own dumps or form com
pacts with other states for
regional facilities. The deadline is
1992.

MUSTANG VILLAGE
HAS A FEW APARTMENTS
WITH LINENS AVAILABLE
FOR
POLY ROYAL GUESTS
Studio (For 2) $30/night
2-bed flat (For 4) $55/night
CcÊ543^9S0
Or stop b y 1 Mustarig Dr.
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Track teams split triangle meet at Northridge
Women blow out Riverside, 98-18,
but lose to Northridge, 73-52
By Dan Ruthemeyer

iilB

Sports Editor

NORTHRIDGE — Consider
ing the women’s track team had
its top hurdlers in San Jose, a
couple sprinters in San Luis
Obispo and the rest of the team
in Northridge, it didn’t do so bad
here Saturday.
The Lady Mustangs, com
peting without the services of
such competitors as Laurie
Hagen, Sharon Hanson, Cece
Chandler and Teena Colebrook,
beat UC Riverside 98-18, but lost
to Cal State Northridge 73-52 in
a conference triangular meet.
The half-dozen or so Lady
Mustangs listed as missing in
action were either in San Jose for
the Bruce Jenner Classic or in
San Luis Obispo, resting as part
of their workout schedule.
Although the splitting of
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Lady
Mustangs to be unusually weak
in the hurdles and the sprints,
they once again demonstrated
their incredible depth in the
m id-distance
and
distance
events.
The two top running perfor
mances of the day were turned in
by Gladees Prieur at 1,500
meters and Sherri Minkler at
3,000 meters.
Prieur, who ran well at the
Fresno Relays two weeks ago be
fore posting a sub-par 4:40.45
1,500-meter time last week,
showed spectators what she is
capable of doing when she won
the 1,500-meter race in a time of
4:26.45.
“ She’s had one setback after
another but she’s one of those
who never loses her composure,’’
See WOMEN, page 9

Javelin thrower Warren leads victory over
Riverside, but team falls to Northridge
By Dan Ruthemeyer
Sports Editor
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Cal Poly women lead the pack at Cal State Northridge.

Poly takes one of two against Northridge
By Anthony Lopez
Staff Writer

Usually, a split of a
double-header is nothing to
get overly excited about,
especially when your team
could have made some drastic
changes in the conference
standings by winning both
games. But after the Cal Poly
softball team split a pair of
games against the Cal State
Northridge Matadors Friday
— the Lady Mustangs won
the first, 1-0, but dropped the
second, 2-0 — it has every
reason to be content.
Northridge has become
somewhat of an institution in
Division II softball. Last

year’s defending champions
have breezed through this
season, compiling a 38-5
record overall and an 11-1
mark in league play. The
Matadors came to Cal Poly
riding a 26-game winning
streak.
In the first game of the
double-header, their starting
pitcher was Lisa Martin, who
had yet to lose an outing all
season. At that point, it
would have been easy for the
home team Lady Mustangs
to be a bit intimidated. If
they were, it never showed
during the games.
In the opening contest.
L ady M u sta n g p itc h e r

Michelle Gardiner allowed the
first batter to reach first on
an error. After that, Gardiner
retired 16 Matadors in a row
and had a no-hitter going
through five innings.
She held league-leading hit
ters Priscilla Rouse and Beth
Onestingel to only one hit be
tween them in seven trips to
the plate. Throughout most
of the early innings, she
breezed through the Matador
batters with an almost ef
fortless style, allowing only a
few balls out of the infield.
Offensively, the Mustangs
came close to scoring in the
second and fourth innings.
See SOFTBALL, page 8

NORTHRIDGE — Cal Poly
javelin thrower Brant Warren
broke his lifetime best here
Saturday not by a little bit, but
by a long shot.
The sophomore thrower came
up with a toss of 205-4 to win the
event and help his team split its
dual meets with Cal State Nor
thridge and UC Riverside. The
Mustangs beat UC Riverside
96-43 but lost to Northridge
104-49.
Warren, who surpassed his
previous best by 11 feet and now
ranks eighth on the all-time Cal
Poly list, said he wasn’t surpris
ed with the long throw.
“ This whole week I’ve really
felt good,’’ he said. “ I’ve been
getting really good trajectories.’’
While the 200-plus throw is
impressive in the short term,
Warren hopes to improve on it in
coming weeks.
“ I’d like to stay over 200 the
rest of the year,’’ he said. “ There
are things I didn’t do right to
day, so mechanically 1 can do
better.’’
Other strong performances
turned in by the Mustangs in
cluded those of the pole vaulters
and that of distance runner Craig
Godwin.
Leading Cal Poly to a sweep in
the pole vault was freshman
Steve Toney, who vaulted a
season-high 16-6. His previous
1987 best was 16-1.
Following Toney in the vault
were Steve Horvath, Hans

Florine and Todd Cramer. While
Horvath topped out at 16-0,
Florine and Cramer each came up
with vaults of 15-0.
Godwin, meanwhile, ran with
competitors from Northridge and
Chapman College for half the
distance of his 5,000-meter race.
He and his Northridge foe then
pulled away and made it a twoman race.
The pair ran even for most of
the last mile before the Nor
thridge runner pulled ahead in
the final 400 meters to take the
win.
“ The coach and I decided that
1 was going to try to run some
fast surges to try and tire him
out but he was too strong,’’ said
Godwin.
Godwin finished with a time of
15:08.14, while his Northridge
opponent clocked a time of
15:02.35.
Running a strong race for the
Mustangs at 1,500 meters wa-_
Doug Twilleager, who finished
third with a time of 4:02.05.
Twilleager had kept pace with
Northridge’s David Walsh for
the first 1,200 meters, but then
Walsh opened it up to win the
race in a time of 3:54.26.
The Mustangs were hampered
in the meet by not having the
services of several sprinters,
hurdlers and distance runners
who were in San Jose for the
Bruce Jenner Classic.
Among those making the trip
to San Jose were Erik Josephson,
Dave Johnson, Damon Shows,
See MEN, page 9

The Cal Poly women’s tennis
team beat UC Riverside 7-2 Fri
day, to bring its season record to
8-12. The team is 4-6 in con
ference play.
In singles competition, Wendy
Elliot beat Erika Shuh 6-4, 5-0.
Shuh wasn’t feeling well and
retired. Susan Norman beat
Tricia Weisman 6-4, 6-4. Amy
l.ansford battled and lost to An
drea DeCarlo 6-3, 3-6, 6-1. CiCi
Barbe downed Jill Skinner 6-4,
6 - 1. .

In the only other singles loss,

Barbara Cunningham fell to
Dawn Weingartner 6-0, 4-6, 6-2.
Amy Gorman beat June Skinner
6-2, 6-3 and Lynn Dyson finished
ahead of Mary Ellen Nash 6-0,
6- 2 .

Cal Poly swept the doubles
competition. Elliot and Lansford
beat Shuh and Weisman 6-1, 6-0.
Norman and Cunningham beat
Jill Skinner and Weingartner 6-1,
6-4, and Gorman and Dyson beat
June Skinner and Chrissy Sim
mons 6-2, 6-2.
—Pamela Varma

Baseball team splits
a pair against CSLA
The Cal Poly baseball team
split a two-game series with the
Cal State Los Angeles Golden
Eagles this weekend, winning 5-2
on Friday and losing 6-5 on
Saturday.
Eric Bratlien was the winning
pitcher in Friday’s game, bring
ing his record to 5-1. The
Mustangs scored all their runs
on base hits with two outs. Joe
Rumsey hit a two-run single in
the sixth. Pat Kirby and John
Orton each had RBI singles.

Lee Hancock got the loss in
relief in Saturday’s game, run
ning his record to 1-4. Mark
Sappelli started the game. The
Mustangs led 5-4 going into the
bottom of the ninth inning but
committed an error with one out,
opening the door for a basesloaded single which allowed the
Golden Eagles to score two runs.
The Mustangs will play Cal
Poly Pomona at home Tuesday
and Wednesday.
— Pamela Varma

“Vision
With Care.”
You’ll like the personal
attention we give to your total
eye health and appearance.
You’ll appreciate our friendly
staff, expert guidance in frame
and contact lens selection, and
affordable fees.
• Member of the American
Optometrie AsstKiation
• Eyecare Consultant for
Cal Poly Health Center
• Specializing in Contact
Lenses

a All Lens Types Available.
Including Slecp-ln and
Tinted

• All Cases Accepted
Regardless of
Difficulty
• Selection of the
Latest Fashion
Eyeware

a Affordable Fees
a Student Discounts

Derek L. Coombs, O.D.
Doctor of Optometry
1029 Chorro Street
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401

543-4777

Poly’s Kecia Gorman leans off third base, looking to score.

MICHAEL SEAMAN/Mustang Dally

SOFTBALL
From page?
but Martin closed the door every
time they knocked. In the sixth
inning, with the bases loaded and
two out. Penny Parker hit a hard
line drive toward the gap be
tween shortstop and third, but a
great catch by shortstop Lori
Shelley ended the inning and
kept the game scoreless.
After holding the Matadors
scoreless in the top of the sev
enth, Cal Poly combined a walk
and a Gardiner single to give it
runners on first and third with
two out. The next batter was
Ellen Frank, who hit a long fly
ball to left that carried long
enough to score the winning run.

In the second game, Gardiner
was sent to the mound again.
She extended her scoreless-inn
ing streak, but wasn’t as sharp
as she was in the first game. In
the second inning, she gave way
to fre s h m a n h u rle r L isa
Ferguson.
In this game, the Matadors
threatened to score in nearly
every inning, but solid defense
and fine pitching kept the game
scoreless until Northridge’s half
of the sixth inning.
In that frame, a single by Lisa
Jordan combined with a sacrifice
fly and an error on left fielder
Kathy Jones broke the scoreless

deadlock and put the Matadors
ahead for good. They scored an
insurance run in the same inning,
making the score 2-0.
In the Lady Mustangs’ final
at-bat, Kecia Gorman led off with
a double, but Cal Poly was not
able to take advantage of the
opportunity.
Cal Poly was scheduled to play
a double-header with UC River
sid e
S a tu r d a y ,
but
the
Highlanders could not field
enough players and had to
forfeit. That gave Cal Poly two
more wins and improved its
record to 21-24 overall and 9-6 in
the conference.
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From page 7
Brent Griffiths and Mike Liv
ingston.
While the Mustangs had God
win and Twilleager provide some
punch in the distance and mid
distance events, they seemed to
be more hurt in the sprints and
hurdle events.
The Mustangs did, however,
score fairly big in the field
events, with Warren leading the
way with a first place in the jav
elin and a third place in the
discus.
Other strong field perfor

m an ces
in c lu d e d
Paul
Nighswonger’s first-place discus
toss of 137-9 and Nighswonger’s
and Dave Mosbacher’s secondand third-place finishes in the
shotput.
While Nighswonger came up
with a toss of 43-1 Vi in the shotput, Mosbacher hit a distance of
39-8'/2.
High jumper Anthony Mudy
came up with a mark of 6-10 for
the second week in a row en route
to winning the event. Rob Cam
panella placed third with a jump
of 6-4.

WOMEN
From page 7
said Cal Poly coach Lance
Harter. “ Today she showed that
herself.”
For Prieur, she is left the task
of developing some consistency.
“ 1 felt relaxed out there,” she
said. “ My quarters are getting
faster and that’s one thing I’m
happy about. But it’s not always
consistent. (In training) I’m not
going to worry about the
mileage, but the quality.”
Prieur came on later in the day
to post a 59.9 lap in the first leg
of the 1,600-meter race, an event
in which Cal Poly placed second.
“ It’s a big breakthrough for
Gladees,” said Harter. “ It shows
that the leg speed is there and
that the strength is starting to
show.”
Also finishing strong at 1,500
meters were Lesley White and
Kris Katterhagen.
While White outkicked her
Northridge opponent in the final
100 meters for a time of 4:32.81
and a second-place finish, Kat
terhagen crossed the finish line
in fourth with a time of 4:35.52.
In the 3,000-meter race, the
Lady Mustangs accounted for
nine of the 11 competitors en
route to sweeping the event.
Paced by White and Kat
terhagen, the duo of Minkler and
Katy Manning ran at a na
tional-qualifying pace for the
first 1,500 meters.
After serving as the pace-set
ters for the first mile. White and
Katterhagen dropped out of the
race and left the other seven Cal
Poly runners to their own
devices.

Minkler, Manning, Colleen
Donovan and Lisa Rizzo finished
first through fourth, but failed to
break the national-qualifying
mark of 9:52. Minkler finished
first with a time of 9:53.80.
H a r te r
sa id
the
L ady
Mustangs went with the two
pace-setters and the large field to
get some fast times after Nor
thridge pulled most of its
distance crew.
“ It was just a situation for
them (the other Cal Poly runners)
to help each other out,” he said.
In the hurdles and the sprints,
the two types of races in which
the Lady Mustangs weren’t as
strong as usual, junior college
transfer sprinter Angela Lee and
hurdlers Stacy Kuehnis and
Christy Binns pitched in some
support.
While Lee ran a good 100meter race, Binns and Kuehnis
placed second and third respec
tively in the 400-meter hurdles.
Kuehnis, who earlier in the day
fell in the 110-meter hurdles and
didn’t continue the race, led the
400-meter hurdles for threequarters of the distance before
giving way to a Northridge run
ner and Binns.
The Lady Mustangs also got
strong field performances from
Celeste Paquette, Buffy Sexton
and Jule Wiegmann.
Paquette took firsts in both
the shotput and discus, with
marks of 44-11 Vi and 159-10
respectively. Sexton placed se
cond in the sh o tp u t and
Wiegmann won the high jump
with a mark of 5-8'/z.
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A Cal Poly high Jumper clears the bar at Northridge.

Runners fare well at Bruce Jenner Classic
SAN JOSE — Competing
against at least 50 men’s track
teams and clubs from throughout
California, members of the Cal
Poly men’s and women’s track
teams posted lifetime bests in
the 100- and 5,000-meter races in
the Bruce Jenner Classic this
weekend.
Mike Livingston took second
place in the 5,000-meter race
with his lifetime best of 14:30.8.
Men’s coach Tom Henderson
said Livingston missed quali
fying for nationals by just
eight-tenths of a second.
In the 400-meter hurdles, Dave

Johnson took third place with his
second-best time of the year of
51.94.
Erik Josephson turned in
strong performances in the 100and 200-meter races and in the
anchor leg of the 400-meter relay.
His lifetime best of 21.18 in the
200-meter race gave him fourth
place in his section and qualified
him for nationals. Josephson also
took fifth place in the 100-meter
race with a time of 10.84.
In his section, Damon Shows
took sixth place in his heat of the
100-meters with his lifetime best
of 10.91. Jeff Alquist earned a

FREE SPINAL EXAMINATION
Johnston Chiropractic Clinic Inc is sponsoring a spinal check
up and Scoliosis Screening program as a public service This
service will include consultation physical examination and a
report of findings

WARNING SIGNS OF SPINAL MISALIGNMENTS
Recurring Hcodochts
Diuinesi, llurrcd Vision

FREE

Neck, Shoulder 4 Arm Pain
Low Rock 4 Leg Poin

PITCHER OF COKE
( Or Choice Of Soft Drink)
With Any
Large 1 6 " Two Item Pizza
Offer Expires April 28

S an Luis O b is p o
1 7 9 (North S a n ta Rosa S t

541-5211
I » . . — -« C
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seventh-place finish in the
5,000-meter race.
For the women, Noreen
DeBettencourt led the Lady
Mustangs with a third-place
finish in the 1,500-meter race,
clocking a personal best time of
4:28.7. Sharon Hanson placed
fourth in the 400-meter hurdles.
Women’s track coach Lance
Harter noted that the top three
finishers were Division I AllAmericans.
Laurie Hagen won her heat in
the 400-meter hurdles with a
time of 60.8.
— Pamela Varma

Numbness in Honds
Loss of Sleep
Difficult Rreothing
Numbness in Legs

4 Arms

4 Fn t

Pain Retween Shoulders

If you suffer from any of these warning signs coll immediately to
prevent possible odvancing complications. This Free Spinal public
service is for a limited time only, by appointment, please.
Please mention .ad at time of visit

For An A p p o in tm e n t C all 541-2727

Johnston Chiropractic Clinic
Palm er G rad u ate

1150 G rove Street

San Luis O bispo
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Playing with gnomes and goblins

Club promotes games of a fantasy world
By Danielle Letenyei
Staff Writer

It’s a world of fantasy and
imagination. It’s a world filled
with gorgons, gnomes, goblins
and dragons. Escaping into a
world like this is possible simply
by playing a game.
The Simulation and Adventure
Gaming Association, (SAGA), is
a Cal Poly club for those inter
ested in these games.
“ Our club’s purpose is to get
people who are interested in
gaming together with others who
share that interest,’’ said club
president Rob Bates.
The two areas of gaming that
SAGA deals with are fantasy

role-playing games and simula
tion games. The fantasy roleplaying games include Dungeons
and Dragons, Runequest and
Champions. In these games, each
player takes on the role of a
character and trys to get out of
situations he is put into.
Fantasy role-playing games
were created about 12 years ago
when the company Tactical Sim
ulation Rules (TSR) came out
with the first rule book for the
game Dungeons and Dragons.
“ The first books for D&D had
much of the same characters and
fantasy lands that are found in
the novels of J.R.R. Tolkein,’’
said Bates.

Another area of gaming that
SAGA is involved with is simu
lation games. A simulation game
allows players to re-enact a past
event, or a realistic event that
could happen.
“ For example,’’ said Bates,
“ there is a game called
‘Squadleader’ in which the
players are fighting World War
II in Europe at the squad level.
In this game you are able to see
what would happen if some event
in the war were different and
would change the outcome of the
war.’’
Several years ago, there was
controversy as to whether these
games involve their players so
completely that they cannot
distinguish between fantasy and
reality. Bates said that although
the games do attract people who
tend to become obsessive, they
do not create the tendency.
“ Sick people have to find an
outlet for their sickness,’’ said
Bates. “ D&D is great for sick
people because it lets them be
someone besides themselves. It
is the perfect outlet for someone
who doesn’t want to face reali
ty.’’

MIKE SHOUP/Mustang Daily

D&D participants use painted figurines of Medieval characters.

“ Many people don’t want to
join a club like this because of all
the misconceptions,’’ said Bates.
“ Gamers have a bad reputation.
They are thought to be the real
shy, brainy type — the classic
computer or math geek.’’
Although gaming has an image
problem, SAGA stills manages
to have 35 paid members and an
additional 15 to 20 who come to
the SAGA-sponsored games.
Bates said the club holds games
at least two or three times a
week on Fridays, Saturdays and

Bates also said that some peo
ple think the games are demonic
because they deal with such
things as witches, wizards,
demons and magic. But he said
there is no reason for people to
be against the games.
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Sundays in the University
Union. On Friday nights, SAGA
showcases a different game to
teach interested people about
their games.
s a g a ’s annual gaming con
vention, Polycon V, will be held
the weekend of June 19 in Santa
Lucia Hall. The convention will
include tournaments, seminars,
games and an auction.
“ Polycon is a grouping of peo
ple with the same interest of
gaming,’’ said Bates. “ It’s a
three-day game orgy.’’
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Furnished or Unfurnished
2 Bedroom apartments.
plunge
\ this
summer.

U

Sign up for Army R()T(> Basic
C^amp. You II get six weeks of
challenges that can build up your
leadership skills as well as your
body. You’ll also get almost
But hurry.'Fhis summer may be
your last chance to graduate from
college with a degree and an officer’s
commission. Be all you can be.
See your Professor of Military
Science for details.

9 month lease Sept. 15-June 15
-Summer Rentals Available
REDUCED RATES
-Free Utilities
> Heated Pool
• Weight Room
• Tennis Court
• Basketball Court

-

Recreation /T.V. Room
Private Study Room
Free Parking
Laundry Facility

APPLICATIONS NOW BEING ACCEPTED
Preference given to those w ho apply in groups

For Inform ation Call 543-1450
After 7:00 pm

ARM Y RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS
Call Major Larry Stayton,
546-Z371
or visit us in Dexter Building, Room 115

544-2176
544-4718
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Effort urged to curb population
WASHINGTON (AP) — More
than a billion more people are
expected on Earth in the coming
decade, an increase that could
pose catastrophic consequences
unless action is taken to reduce
births, a leading population
researcher warns.
“ If we don’t come to grips with
this problem we’ll face a world in
turmoil,’’ said Werner Fornos,
president of The Population In
stitute, in issuing a “ Blueprint
for World Population Stabiliza
tion.’’
His warning comes soon after a
separate group, the Population
Reference Bureau, reported that
worldwide births have begun in
creasing again, after a brief
period of decline.
Fornos’ study was released
Sunday, to mark the start of
World Population Awareness
Week, an effort to bring the pro
blem to public attention.
While birth rates have fallen in
the more industrial, wealthier
countries, rapid growth con

ACCEPT THE CHALLENGE
TO PARTY ROYAL
THURSDAY APRIL 23 9pm to 1;30am
At the SLO VETS HALL 3.50 adm
2 LIVE BANDS
Secret Service and Yellow Pages
Sponsored by Delta Sigma Pi
Sly 96 FM and Coors
FINANCT a L i^ANA^EMENT
ASSN
MEETING TUES 11AM BA&E 206
FEATURING JIM CONSIDINE OF RYDER
STILLWELL INCORPORATED AN IN
VESTMENT ADVISORY FIRM
NEED COACH FOR WOMENS
SOCCOR TEAM in fall-Please
contact Kathy 543-7646.

PENGUINSM/C ■
Meeting Tonight 8PM Fisher Sci 287 Help
prepare for Poly Royal and plan activities
for this quarter.
SCUBA CLUB D ll^ SAT 4/18 ENJOY A
BEACH DIVE & A POST-DIVE KB AND
FISH FRY TO COMMENCE THE DAY!
SFTE SPEAKER MON 8:00 F.SCI.286
RUSS BARBER NASA DRYDEN F-8
OBLIQUE WING FLIGHT TEST PRO
GRAM
SWISS ARMY KNIFE lost Mon Dex Lwn
If you found it or know someone
who has, call Ryan at 541-6608

tinues in poorer nations least
able to contend with explosive
increases, Fornos said at a news
conference.
“ This is not a liberal or a con
servative cause, it is not a Dem
ocratic or a Republican cause,
it’s a humanitarian cause,’’ he
said.
It took until 1830 for the popu
lation to reach 1 billion, Fornos
explained. By 1930, that doubled
to 2 billion. The third billion was
added in 30 years, by 1960, and
the 4 billion mark was reached in
1975. Now the total is 5 billion
and the next billion could arrive
in nine years, he warned, with
the world’s population growing
to 6.2 billion by the year 2000.
Just last year, the world’s
population grew by 87 million,
Fornos said.
This escalating population
threatens the world in many
ways. Human demands result in
d estru ctio n of fo rest for
firewood, increase the deserts by
damaging farmland, create en

TOPIC:SUNGLASSES!
QUESTION-.What kind? Where? When?
ANSWER:Oakleys,Buccis,Cargoyles,
Ski-Optics,Hobies,Suncioud Rose,
Ray Bans,Vuarnet and More! The
Sea Barn Avila Beach. 7 days a week!
VIDEO GAME TOURNAMENT
April 20-25 UU Games Area. High score
on “ Defender“ wins 4 free video rentals
from All-American Video. Enter at Rec
Sports, UU118

Alpha Phi can’t wait to “take a week on
the Greek side" with all their brothers
and sisters!!
AOII WE ARE REALLY EXCITED TO BE
YOUR SISTER SORORITY
LUV SIGMA KAPPA

GOOD LUCK
SIGMA KAPPA
VOLLEYBALL TEAM
FIRST SORORITY FROM CAL POLY
EVER TO GO TO ISVT. WATCH OUT
MALIBU!!
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
Congratulates Brother Doug Roth
and Lil Sis Jill Markota on their
new positions on the College
Republican State Board -25CHAUÜ!

i»ÄinT
USE THE IFC ESCORT SERVICE
SUNDAY THRU THURSDAY 8-12PM
LOCATED AT HE UU AND LIBRARY
SATISFY THAT CRAVING! BUYA

SIGMA SANDWICH
FROZEN YOGURT BETWEEN 2 COWBOY
COOKIES! GET YOURS AT POLY ROYAL
YUMMY

Tau Beta Pi
Meeting Tues. 4/21/87 Sci Bldg North Rm.
202, Poly Royal Events.

BIKINI GIVE AWAY! DRAWING THIS
SUNDAY. REGISTER AT THE SEA BARN
IN AVILA BEACH. NO PURCHASE REO.
ROSES ARE RED VIOLETS ARE BLUE
MY VALENTINE'S WISH IS... OH WAIT,
THAT'S 2 MONTHS AGO JC, WILL MY
WISH STILL COME TRUE? ANXIOUSLY
AWAITING REPLY
To April the wonderful girl I met seven
months ago In a hot tub. I just wanted to
say they have been the best seven mon
ths of my life We have a lot more to come
Love
Lance

WITH OMEGA PSI PHI FRATERNITY
THURS. APRIL 23
9PM UNTIL?
AT THE BASSI HOUSE
101 to San Luis Bay Dr./Avila Rd.
immediate rt. onto Ontario Rd.

vironmental hazards ranging
from acid rain to atmospheric
disruption and destroy habitat
for plants and animals, Fornos
said.
The current annual population
growth is equivalent to adding
16 countries the size of El
Salvador, explained the president
of the population research group.
But, Fornos added, this “ silent
explosion’’ is also one of the few
crises of our time that people can
do something about.
He called on the United States
and other developed nations to
immediately increase population
planning assistance to develop
ing nations.
The U.S. should raise its popu
lation aid from the current $200
million to $750 million over the
next three years, and other na
tions should follow, he said.
The population problem, he
said, is particularly severe in 20
nations, some of which are work
ing to limit growth while others
are not yet doing so.

LOST: TWO TURQUOISE RINGS DURING
WINTER QUARTER VERY SENTIMEN
TAL! REWARD! CALL CARRIE 544-0552
URGENT LOST 1986 TAX FORMS
Leather briefcase also Chinese textbooks
and notes call 546-1316 or 543-1912

WANTED: 30 OVERWEIGHT PEOPLE
SERIOUS ABOUT LOSING UP TO 29lbs
IN 30 DAYS. GUARANTEED! 481-1128

FREE PREGNANCY TEST, COUNSELING,
REFERRALS, HELP. ALPHA 541-3367
Zippers Replaced $6.00, hems $3. and up,
Helen's Alterations Phone 544-0858.

A-1 Professional Word Processing by
SUPERSEC. Campus P/U. Call
Madolyn collect, 466-1484 eves.
For typing you can trust, call
susie at 528-7805. Thanks!
QUALITY Wordprocessing & Graphics
Spell check. $2/ds pg 549-0833.
R&R WORD PROCESSING AND TYPING
(Rona), laser printer w/ lOOplus fonts,
student rates, 9am-6pm, M-Sat, 544-2591

THE COMEDY SHOPPE III
COMEDIANS-LIVE FROM HOLLYWOOD
FRIDAY APRIL 24 7:00 &9:30pm
CHUMASH AUDITORIUM
TICKETS $4.50 STUDENTS
$5.00 General Public $.50 more
at the DOOR Presented by ASI
Speakers Forum.

With colorful hats and bunny ears, solemn protests and
joyous hymns, Americans on Easter Sunday celebrated Chris
tianity’s holiest day.
• People in newly bought finery packed into churches to give
thanks for Christ’s return from the dead. Others, harking back
to pagan symbols of springtime and rebirth, hunted for decoratea eggs and nibbled on chocolate rabbits.
New Yorkers by the hundreds promenaded down Fifth
Avenue in an annual display of tropical hues and pastels. In Los
Angeles, thousands gathered in early morning darkness for cel
ebrity scripture readings at the 67th Easter sunrise service at
the Hollywood Bowl.
While a human-sized Easter Bunny handed out bonnets of
carrots and alfalfa sprouts to the two elephants at Chicago’s
Lincoln Park Zoo, four people were arrested at Ellsworth Air
Force Base in South Dakota for trespassing.
About 60 people had gathered for sunrise Easter services and
to place lilies at the front gate of the base. The four arrested
had crossed a white line at the entrance, said 1st Lt. Marta
Lipson, a base spokeswoman.
“ (The Easter service) is a time for a mutual gathering of peo
ple across the state who are concerned about issues, including
war in Central America, the farm crisis and the nuclear arms
race,’’ Diane Kobernusz, the protest organizer, had said last
week.

WANTED
Dedicated Mustang Daily Delivery Person
Neither rain nor wind nor classes can
keep you from being available to deliver
Mustang Daily to stands each morning of
publication. MUST HAVE A CAR! Job
starts May 11th Contact Peggy Yeyna at
Mustang Daily 546-1143.

COMPLETE MACINTOSH SYSTEM
512K Enhanced, external drive,
Imagewriter & software $1250
CALL 541-3869 or come to 21-249
Darkroom equipment pri pty must sell
528-1022 Charlie

TYPING WORD PROCESSING: TERM
PAPERS, REPORTS, RESUMES, ETC.
544-0528 EVES

WETSUIT O’Neil ono y/w, blue, and black,
used 6 times $75 Scott 544-3439 McCoy
6’6" $80

CASIO MT-68 Electronic Musical In
strument. Keyboard, rhythm machine,...
“tHE wOrkS”...CLEAN! Kurt
544-7374.

HONDA EXPRESS SCOOTER FOR SALE
RUNS GREAT! $180 obo 543-7463
VESPA P200 Front & rear racks new tires
and more parting out Scott 544-3439

1980 HONDA ACCORD sold by first
owner very good conditon stereo
CALL 549-0563

ADVERTISING SALES-For NEW
sports related magazine, part
time commission only 461-9511,
l,.eave Message

F needed to share appt with IF and 2M.
Close to Poly. Summ 1987 and next
school year. $182/mth. BBQ, Laundry,
CALL NOW! Kathy 544-1451

Enthusiastic outgoing students needed
for part-time jobs positions 35mm cam
era needed call 544-2838

FEM TO SHARE MSTRBDRM IN 3 BED
CONDO MANY EXTRAS 190. 543-6480

EXPERIENCED Wildland firefighters
needed for OVERHEAD POSITIONS.
Also-persons with chainsaw
experience. Call Chris 544-9179.
IN 10TO12HRS/WKYOUCAN
EARN FROM YOUR HOME $400-$1200
...INTERESTED? GAYLE 438-5618

ROOM 4 RENT: FEM ONLY, 5MIN WLK ^
TO POLY.FREE RNT. 4 APRIL.NO DEP.
AVAIL. NOW!! LRG HOUSE W/EVERY
EXTRA. 260/MO UNFURN. 544-5750

APT FOR LEASE 6-16-87 to 6-15-88 2
bedrm, turn for 4, near Poly,
water,cable,garb pd. $600/mo for a year
lease; $660/mo for 10 mo. lease. 543-8517
or 544-5385.
OWN ROOM IN HOUSE.$187.50/MO.plus
UTIL. AVAIL NOW! CALL DON DAYS
544-1917. AFTER 6 541-0835.
2 Bdrm Condo avail for Poly Royal or long
term rent $600 mo. Dan 213-474-7638

USED FURNITURE-GREAT CONDITION
CHEAP prices! Call Andy 541-8679

TYPING $1.50 PAGE TYPICAL 541-4761
OR 544-2943 EXT 232 PEGGY.

To the TKE Little Sister perspectives:
WELCOME ABOARD!
ZTA
~
Rocking Down Port San Luis
with you was Truly something New
SIGMA CHI

Easter celebrations vary
from bunnies to protests

Fm, own rm,furn,pool,near poly, rent neg
541-0975
GET A TAN! Fern rmmt needed ASAP! 3
bdrm 2bath HOUSE! POOL Jacuzzi, Ten
nis Ct wt rm,Sauna, DA/V W/D Micro, F/P
Non Smoker CALL TODAY! Operators
Standing by 5468820 $200
MALE RMMT NEEDED TO SHARE BDIr M
FOR SPRING QTR FIRST $175/MO
TAKES IT CALL BRUCE 1-964-9539

Did you lose your sunglasses?
You probably left them on the counter, at
the Mustang Dally.

LIfeguard/CIty of Morro Bay has 3
lifeguard pocitions for 1987 Summer
Season pick up Application/City of M.B.
Personal 505 Harbor St. M.B. 772-1214
Closing date 5-15-87.

OWN RM IN HOUSE $150, WALK TO PO
LY. CALL 544-3868.

LOST^HP-18C-Calculator. Last seen In
UU on Tues. 4-14 REWARD- Please call
544-0684

Part-time telephone Position Available for
self-motivated individual. 10-15 hrs. 5439006

OWN RM Available now thru ??
1 RM In 4 Bdrm/2 bath house!!
$225/mo on Slack St. cl 549-9615

Are you looking for infor on SLO
homes for sale? Call Kent Mazzia,
County Properties for list. 544-5777.
BUYING A HOUSE?
For a free list of all the affordable houses
& condos for sale In SLO, Including con
dos near Poly,call STEVE NELSON, R »
Inc 543-8370/leave mess.
Condos & Homes Information packet
available on campus Call Marguerite
546-2319 or 541-3432

Reacj this!
Don’t let your parents leave Poly Royal
w/out seeing this great investment op
portunity. 4 bdrm house & addition
located across the st. from Poly. This
house is student living at its best: Lg.
redwood deck w/ hottub & bar, land
scaped frontyard overlooking Cal Poly,
game room, washer/dryer, 3 fridges, ma
jority of furn. Stays Inc. 5 beds, 2 sofas,
kitchen utensils & more. You must see to-%
appreciate! Assum loan & possible 2 r ^
avail. Easy positive cash flow! Open
House FrI thru Sun. 1497 Slack St. Call
Mike or Tom at 543-8877 w/ any ques
tions.
1 acre on way to Montano de Oro w/
Avocado orchid & newer 2000SQFT ranch
home & room for horse.35 mature trees
each w/ sprinkler.FP.shop.$265,000
P riv a cy ’s possible In this low
maintenance,3 bdrm,1 3/4bath home.Built
1983,w/ heated spa & patlo,FP,famlly
room,& denfcould be 4th bdrmj.Open
house Sunday 1-4pm 1540 La Cita, off
Johnson Ave $149,500
ADOBE REALTY
"Your Local Broker"
543-2693 Eves. 543-2694
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TRANSFORMER
From page 1
lasted until Friday.
New fuses had to be ordered
from New York and air freighted
to Cal Poly. The fuses are ex
pected to cost several thousand
dollars, and the transformer will
have to undergo “ intensive anal
ysis.” Naretto said Friday that
the transformer may have to be
replaced, which will cost about
$25,000.
A temporary generator was
put in and power was restored
about 10:30 a.m. Friday, which
gave minimal lighting and phone
^service to the buildings.
Naretto said all the old shower
lines.have been capped off so this
problem won’t happen again.
Plant Operations doesn’t know
who caused the pipes to break or
if water started spraying im
mediately, Naretto said, “ but
someone must’ve gotten wet in
there.”

RODEO
From page 1
parking problem, he worries
about future demands on ag
lands.
“ We’re at the point where any
more reassignments of ag lands
will make the School of
Agriculture’s functioning ability
difficult,” Birkett said. “ There is
a relationship between high stu
dent involvement and the facili
ties located near the main part of
campus on a continuous day-today basis.”
Birkett added that the School
of Agriculture hopes the Ad
ministration will begin looking at
options to minimize the need for
any additional ag land reassign
ments which push facilities far
ther from campus.

calendar
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•The Cal Poly Society of Flight
Test Engineers will host speaker
Russ Barber tonight at 8 in
Room 286 of the Fisher Science
B uilding.
B arber
m anages
NASA’s F-8 oblique-wing flight
test program, and will discuss
future designs for supersonic
aircraft.

tuesday 21
•Jim
Considine,
financial
planner and investment consul
tant for Ryder Stillwell, Inc., will
discuss various aspects of port
folio management and invest
ment planning at 11 a.m. Tues
day in Room 206 of the Business
Administration and Education
Building. The speech is spon
sored by the Cal Poly Financial
Management Association.
•The Multi-Cultural Center will
sponsor guest speaker Janet
Kerr in another installment of

their spring workshop series
Tuesday at 11 a.m. in University
Union Room 217D. Kerr is a Cal
Poly graduate and will present
slides and a discussion on her
experiences down under in
“ Summer in New Zealand.”
•Structural engineer David
Geiger will present a free lecture
entitled “ Building Response for
the Future — air supported
fabric structures” Tuesday at
10:30 a.m. in the Cal Poly
Theatre. Geiger is considered a
master in the design of ultra
lightweight air-supported fabric
roofs, and two of his designs are
under construction for the 1988
Olympics. His lecture is part of
the School of Architecture and
Environmental
D e s i g n ’s
Distinguished Visiting Lecture
Series.
•Johannes Von Tilburg will
speak Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in
the Architecture Gallery on his
current architecture works. Von
Tilburg and his firm have been
responsible for much of the
renaissance of Beverly Hills. The
presentation is sponsored by the
Visiting Speakers Program of the
School of Architecture and En
vironmental Design.

No charges yet filed
against former dean
By Floyd Jones
Staff Writer

There’s still no word on
whether criminal charges for
possible misuse of public funds
will be pressed against former
Cal Poly Dean of Student Affairs
Russel Brown.
Assistant District Attorney
Daniel Hilford relayed a message
through his secretary Friday
that he has not yet looked over
the County Grand Jury report on
the investigation of Brown.
The former dean is being in
vestigated for allegedly accep
ting travel funds for universityrelated trips he didn’t make and
double billings for travel expense
reimbursements. Concerns were
also
raised
about
whether
Brown’s participation at certain
conferences was appropriate.
In addition to an internal uni
versity investigation of Brown’s
travel records, an investigation
by the Cal Poly Public Safety of-

fice was also launched and later
turned over to the district at
torney’s office.
Brown offered his resignation
in mid-March after President
Warren Baker told Brown he had
“ lost confidence in him.” Brown
has been unavailable for com
ment.
Brown told Baker that he
disputed the allegations, but
wrote the university a check for
$2,926 to cover funds he had
allegedly overclaimed. The uni
versity said that if Brown could
present documentation for any of
the $2,926 he didn’t need to pay
back, he would be reimbursed.
In a memo sent from Cal Poly
Vice President for Business Af
fairs Jim Landreth to Vice
Chancellor for Business Affairs
D. Dale Hanner in Long Beach,
Landreth said “ At this time
(March 25), we deem the Univer
sity’s interests to have been
satisfactorily addressed.”

Deadline for
Classified Ads

CSSA
From page 1
tion to student protests. He said
the provision has recently come
into focus because of a situation
at Cal State Fullerton.
“ The situation revolved around
a Ku Klux Klan member who
was making a video on the Cal
State Fullerton campus,” Swan
son said. “ Some students wanted
to protest the demonstration but
didn’t because there was a line in
the education code saying they
may lose their financial aid.”
Swanson said the real fault

with the existing law is its lack
of a definition for what disrup
tion on campus is. Disruption in
the statute is defined as arrest
and conviction or other activities
likely to disrupt campus activity.
“ It doesn’t tell what disruption
on campus is,” Swanson said.
“ Are normal peaceful rallies,
debates or marches considered
disruptive? The term is not
defined. It’s very vague.”
Another flaw with the current
law is that it is redundant,
because students can already be

academically
suspended
for
wrongdoings. Academic suspen
sion is applicable to all students,
not just students on financial
aid. But when a student on fi
nancial aid is suspended for a
disruption on campus, the penal
ty can be a suspension from at
tending any university in
California for up to two years.
Senate Bill 1414 would delete
all reference to pulling financial
aid without arrest and conviction
and reduce the two-year suspen
sion to one academic year.

RELAXATION
AND
PRIVACY
YOU CAN
COUNT

Valencia
2 STORY TOWN HOUSES

ON!

is at Noon,
2 Days in Advance

;

Graphic Arts Rm. 226 s
mmm.
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pizzas
now have
20% more
cheese &
toppings!
What
more could
you ask for?

Lasagna,
Rigatoni,
Subs,
Salads,
Antipasto..

( 805) 543-1450
’ 555 RAMONA DRIVE
SLO, CA 93401

)

